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50% Women

30% Youth
Ex-Post Framework

Gender Integration Framework Domains

- Decision-making power
- Control over productive resources
- Control over the use of income
- Social capital and leadership in the community
- Time use/time poverty
- Human capital
- Access to and use of technologies

Resilience Absorptive and Adaptive Capacities

- Food security
- Productive assets
- Agricultural practices
- Financial assets
- Market linkages
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ICRISAT, Golden Flour Mills, Honeywell Flour Mill, Flour Mills of Nigeria, and Northern Flour Mills have worked with us since the end of MARKETS II.

— Sorghum farmer, Kiru
“We have actually become competitors with Labana.”

— Female rice farmer, Kebbi
Increased Access to and Use of Technology
“Farmers continue to adopt MARKETS II technologies because production has expanded, income has increased, and livelihoods have improved. They can only continue to do better.”

— Extension agent & service provider, Kebbi &and Kaduna
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“I transplant for other farmers at 200 NGN per 20 square meter basin. I earn as much as 1,000 NGN a day in transplanting for people.”

— Male youth, Kebbi
We were asked by our state government to provide technical training for the farmers in Imo and Niger states. I trained 150 extension agents and 500 farmers in Imo.

— ADP extension agent, Kebbi
Lessons Learned
“I am able to pay for my children’s schooling and increase my assets as a widow without depending on anyone.”
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